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Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part is
pronounced differently from that of the rest in each of the following questions.
Question 1: A. appeared

B. looked

C. stopped

D. missed

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the rest in the
position of the main stress in each of the following questions.
Question 2: A. optimistic

B. accompany

C. minority

D. eradicate

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the following
questions.
Question 3: I've always got_____ well with old people.
A. in

B. off

C. on

D. through

Question 4: - Did he plead guilty? – Well, he admitted ______ the crime.
A. commit

B. committed

C. having committed

D. to have committed

Question 5: The Lake District, ______ was made a national park in 1951, attracts a large number of tourists
every year.
A. that

B. which

C. what

D. where

Question 6: “No, it’s not true. I didn’t steal the money!” Jean said.
A. Jean denied having stolen the money.

B. Jean admitted stealing the money.

C. Jean refused to steal the money.

D. Jean did not intend to steal the money.

Question 7: The superstar, accompanied by the other members of the band, _____ to visit our school next
week.
A. are going

B. is going

C. are

D. has had

Question 8: It is believed ________.
A. that Alice is a talented ballet dancer
B. how is Alice a talented ballet dancer
C. why is Alice such a talented ballet dancer
D. when Alice to become a talented ballet dancer
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Question 9: This carpet really needs_____. Can you do it for me, son?
A. cleaning

B. cleaned

C. being cleaned

D. clean

Question 10: He has been to the school library many times_____.
A. while the semester is starting

B. after the semester starts

C. if the semester has started

D. since the semester started

Question 11: Women’s contribution to our society has been ___ better these days.
A. differently

B. naturally

C. intellectually

D. significantly

Question 12: - Ecotourism has been developed greatly, hasn’t it?
- Yes. Many people have tried to preserve the ___ of many natural places.
A. reservation

B. destruction

C. ecology

D. nonprofit

Question 13: Ann Sullivan has been widely known as a ___ teacher of Helen Keller.
A. determined

B. serious

C. dedicated

D. willful

Question 14: They are having their house______ by a construction company.
A. paint

B. painted

C. to paint

D. painting

Question 15: Many problems have ____ since the beginning of the school year.
A. brought up

B. brought out

C. come out

D. come up

Choose the word that is OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined part in the following sentence.
Question 16: The shop assistant has to break off the conversation to serve a customer.
A. interrupt

B. continue

C. hurry

D. begin

Choose the word or phrase that is CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined part in the following
sentences.
Question 17: Food was immediately dispensed to the people in the flooded areas.
A. distributed

B. dealt with

C. consulted with

D. prepared

Question 18: - “I didn’t get the job!” – “___!”
A. Good heavens

B. That’s brilliant

C. Same to you

D. Never mind, better luck next time

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to show the underlined part that needs correction.
Question 19: I couldn’t understand what was happening, so I asked the boy sit next to me for help.
A

B

C

D

Question 20: The number of homeless people in Nepal have increased sharply due to the recent
A

B

C

severe earthquake.
D
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Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct
answer for each of the blanks from 21 to 30.
(21) ____ history, women have always aimed for a recognized place in (22) ____. Guided by their
own (23) ____ of knowledge and expertise, women like Marie Curie in science, Mary Wollstonecraft in
literary writing, Simone de Beauvois in philosophical existentialist debate, and Marie Stopes in medicine, to
name a few, have brought about (24) ____ awareness of the role of women in any walks of life. These
women have helped redefine and (25) ____ the nature of women’s place in society. Today the (26) ____ of
global women’s organizations and the impact of women’s contributions (27) ____ society show that
progress has been made and the progress in furthering the role of women in society has had some benefit to
the (28) ____ woman. It is true to say that not all women have the same need. The need of the woman who
stays at home and (29) ____ children will differ widely from the woman who works outside. Nonetheless, in
the extensive field of equal opportunities, it would be good to know that access is given to both with equal
measure according to the true value of respective abilities. It also would be good to know that the woman at
home is recognized as a valued (30) ____ of society just as much as the one who deals on business outside
the home.
Question 21: A. Throughout

B. Among

C. During

D. Upon

Question 22: A. social

B. society

C. socialize

D. socialist

Question 23: A. region

B. farm

C. path

D. field

Question 24: A. a

B. an

C. the

D. no article

Question 25: A. gain

B. encourage

C. consolidate

D. force

Question 26: A. right

B. spread

C. limit

D. belief

Question 27: A. on

B. for

C. with

D. at

Question 28: A. own

B. private

C. individual

D. personal

Question 29: A. rises

B. raises

C. increases

D. lifts

Question 30: A. party

B. competitor

C. partner

D. member

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct
answer for each of the questions from 31 to 40.
The rules of etiquette in American restaurants depend upon a number of factors: the physical
location of the restaurant, e.g., rural or urban; the type of restaurant, e.g., informal or formal; and certain
standards that are more universal. In other words, some standards of etiquette vary significantly while other
standards apply almost anywhere. Learning the proper etiquette in a particular type of restaurant in a
particular area may sometimes require instruction, but more commonly it simply requires sensitivity and
experience. For example, while it is acceptable to read a magazine in a coffee shop, it is inappropriate to do
the same in a more luxurious setting. And, if you are eating in a very rustic setting, it may be fine to tuck
your napkin into your shirt, but if you are in a sophisticated urban restaurant, this behavior would
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demonstrate a lack of manners. It is safe to say, however, that in virtually every restaurant it is unacceptable
to indiscriminately throw your food on the floor. The conclusion we can most likely draw from the above is
that while the types and locations of restaurants determine etiquette appropriate to them, some rules apply to
all restaurants.
Question 31: With what topic is this passage primarily concerned?
A. rules of etiquette
B. instruction in proper etiquette
C. the importance of good manners
D. variable and universal standards of etiquette
Question 32: According to the passage, which of the following is a universal rule of etiquette?
A. tucking a napkin in your shirt

B. not throwing food on the floor

C. reading a magazine at a coffee shop

D. eating in rustic settings

Question 33: What does the word “it” refer to in the passage?
A. learning the proper etiquette

B. clear instruction

C. knowing the type of restaurant

D. sensitivity

Question 34: Which of the following could best replace the word “luxurious” in the passage?
A. lurid

B. austere

C. elegant

D. romantic

Question 35: Which of the following words is most similar to the meaning of “rustic” in the passage?
A. agricultural

B. ancient

C. unsophisticated

D. urban

Question 36: The word “sophisticated” in the passage could be best replaced by ___.
A. expensive

B. cultured

C. famous

D. exclusive

Question 37: The word “manners” in the passage could be best replaced by which of the following?
A. experience

B. character

C. ceremony

D. tact

Question 38: The word “indiscriminately” in the passage could be best replaced by which of the following?
A. randomly

B. angrily

C. noisily

D. destructively

Question 39: The author uses the word “draw” in the passage to mean ___.
A. pick out

B. drag away

C. evoke

D. infer

Question 40: What is the author’s main purpose in the passage?
A. to assist people in learning sophisticated manners
B. to describe variations in restaurant manners
C. to simplify rules of restaurant etiquette
D. to compare sophisticated and rustic restaurants
---------------------THE END------------------------
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